New Arrivals

List of New Books Added to the Library Collection.

- Quest for space: Indian connect/ By Rajat Jairath. New Delhi: KW Publishers Pvt Ltd and CAPS, 2014 [358.80954 JAI (057570)]
- No passport to Tibet/ By F M Bailey. London: Rupert Hart-Davis, 1957 [915.15 BAI (057571)]
- Malabar and the Portuguese/ By K M Panikkar. New Delhi: Voice of India, 1997 [954.8 PAN (057572)]
- India's contribution to the great war/ By Government of India. Calcutta: Government Publication, 1923 [355.020954 GOV (057573)]
- ASEAN-India strategic partnership: perspectives from the ASEAN-India network of think-tanks/ By India. Research and Information System for Developing Countries. New Delhi: Research and Information System for Developing Countries, 2013 [327.59054 IND (057575)]
- Conference for a middle east weapons of mass destruction free zone: synopsis of engagement of international and regional organisations, and civil society/ By Ayman Khalil & Marc Finaud. Geneva: Geneva Centre for Security Policy, 2012 [358.30956 KHA (057577)]
- Designing elections in conflict-prone divided societies: case of South Sudan/ By Sofie Dreef & Wolfgang Wagner. Frankfurt: Peace Research Institute Frankfurt, 2013 [324.609629 DRE (057578)]
- Development cooperation or competition?: Russia as a re-emerging donor/ By Evgeniya Bakalova & Hans-Joachim Spanger. Frankfurt: Peace Research Institute Frankfurt, 2013 [327.47 BAK (057579)]
- Persian Gulf 2013: India's relations with the region/ By P R Kumaraswamy (ed). India: Sage Publications India Pvt Ltd, 2014 [327.53054 KUM (057581)]
- Liberal humanism and the non-western other: right and the good in world affairs/ By Sushil Kumar. Shimla: Indian Institute of Advanced Study, 2014 [323 KUM (057582)]
- Great game east: India, China and the struggle for Asia's most volatile frontier/ By Bertil Lintner. New Delhi: HarperCollins Publishers India, 2012 [327.54051 LIN (057583)]
- Engineers of victory: problem solvers who turned the tide in the second world war/ By Paul Kennedy. New Delhi: Penguin Books India Pvt Ltd, 2013 [940.54 KEN (057585)]
- India and the Republic of Korea: engaged democracies/ By Skand R Tayal. New Delhi: Routledge, 2014 [327.54059 TAY (057588)]
- Persian Gulf 2012: India's relations with the region/ By P R Kumaraswamy (ed). New Delhi: Kindle Direct Publishing, 2012 [327.53054 KUM (057589)]
- India's rise as a space power/ By U R Rao. New Delhi: Foundation Books, 2014 [629.40954 RAO (057593)]
- When counterinsurgency wins: Sri Lanka's defeat of the tamil tigers/ By Ahmed S Hashim. New Delhi: Cambridge University Press India Pvt Ltd, 2014 [954.93032 HAS (057594)]
- India and the Republic of Korea: engaged democracies/ By Skand R Tayal. New Delhi: Routledge, 2014 [327.540519 TAY (057595)]
- Kashmir and Indo-Pak relations: politics of reconciliation/ By Happymon Jacob. New Delhi: Samskriti, 2013 [320.9546 JAC (057596)]
- Democratic transitions in the Arab World: present challenges/ By Aman Kwatra. New Delhi: Delhi Policy Group Publication, 2013 [321.809174927 KWA (057599)]
- Portraits of America/ By William Albert Allard. Washington DC: National Geographic Insight, 2001 [779.20973 ALL (057601)]
- Emerging trends in West Asia: regional and global implications/ By Meena Singh Roy (ed). New Delhi: Pentagon Press, 2014 [327.56 ROY (057606)]
- Emerging trends in West Asia: regional and global implications/ By Meena Singh Roy (ed). New Delhi: Pentagon Press, 2014 [327.56 ROY (057607)]
- Northern frontiers of Buddhism: buddhist heritage of Afghanistan, Uzbekistan, Kalmykia, Tibet, China, Mongolia and Siberia/ By Benoy K Behl. Delhi: Motilal Banarsidas, 2014 [294.3 BEH (057608)]
- **Language of the gods in the world of men: sanskrit, culture, and power in Premodern India**/ By Sheldon Pollock. Ranikhet: Permanent Black, 2006 [891.209 POL (057612)]